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RESEA..RCH MEMORANDUM 
ylI]:I;D -TUNTJEL INVESTIGATION OF iTING nUETS 
FOR A FOv~-ENGI~lli AIRP~~ 
B;y Walter A . Bartlett, Jr. and Edwin B. Goral 
An investigation has been conduc ted in the .f.Jan31ey propeller -
research t.:r .. nel to develop, iDc -leading-edJe inlets for location 
betvleen t:1e inboarl1.. and out'board necelles on e8.ch "nng of a 
four-engt~.e air:t"1ene for ·'·.~1C"; Army Atr Forces . The lnvestic;atlon 
included c:.p.ToG..rr..amic t,ests of the ba3ic 1dng and the ori6inal inlet, 
and the d.eve::.oproent by the NACA of "'.ling inlets fOi:' tiW versions of 
the air:p18ne. 
The original inlet was found to decreas e the maximum lift 
coeffidents and. to have crt tical ~ach ill. robers below those of the 
wlng vri tl1 the baslc nose installed . The total-pressure recovery ln 
the oil (;ooler 8.'J.~t8 T.3,S poor rec5ardless of the inlet installation. 
As the sLa~p exp/ln<li::18 bend in this duct cannot be aVOided, it is 
rec oml11el101 ~ :i that the oil-cooler air be induced through the cm'Tling 
or from some source other than the subject wing inlet. 
'D-TO in1e ts (nos . 5 and 6) were developed that should be s at::. s -
factory for the airplpne. The maximum lift coefflc:i.ents for -Lhe 
model'~Tith inlets') and 6 installed vere about 1.21 and 1.22. 
respect~ vely, Ti th- 0 0 vTing flaps and 1. 87 and 2.00 , respecti vel;)" 
wJth 65 vi:n,'3 flaps com)ared to corresponding values of 1.20 and 2.01 
for t~1e modal eQuipped ill th the faired basj.c nose. The predi t8d 
cri tical Mach l1lIDlbers for inlets 5 and 6 for the critical mill. tm'y -
power hig:h ·speed condj. tion for an a.l ti tude of 40) 000 feet were 0.63 
and 0.6h, respectively, a'" compared to 0.6!~ for the thickest section 
of the baslc wing . Propeller operation (either ri2;ht or left hand) 
caused appreciable increases in maximum lift coefficients and jn the 
total pressures in the ducting . 
INTRODUCTIOI-
An invastie;ation has been conducted In the Lengley propeller -
r esearch turmel to develop satisfactory vTing - leaclin3-edge inlets for 
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l ocation. be hreen the inboard and outboard nacelles on each ,..dng of a 
f our -engine airplane f or the Army Air Forces . r1'his high -speed, long -
r ans;e airplane is povTel'ed by four Pratt &: Whitney R 4360 engines 
,,,hich drive four "blade ri~ht-han.d tractor propel lers . Oil-cooler, 
intercooler-eooline , and char€;e a ir are supplied. t o/the eneine 
inste.llation through ducts leading from 'Yring-lead ing -edge inlets 
l ocated b e ween the inboard and outboard nacelles; the cooling air 
is exhausted through f lapped exits on the lower su.:.~face of ee.ch 
nacelle while the engine exhaust i s dIscharged through the nacelle 
tai 1. '}'o avol d pe alizing the per fonnance of the airplane } it "Ias 
considered essential that the wing inlets used should not reduce the 
maximum lift coefficients or critical Mach numbers below those of 
the basic 'YTin ~~ , . hould have low parasite drag, anel should. provia.e 
a high pre8 sul~e recovery over the complete range of flight condi tions . 
A 
. , 
r,,- -scale semi.span model of the left "Ting of the airplane 'ivas 
use e. for the tests . The :.noclcl was equi:pped with an end plate at the 
fusela3e location to give a wing -lift distribution appr oximating that 
of the left wing of the actu[j.l airplane. 
The inveetiGation i ncluded prol1eller-removed tests of the mode l 
wi th the basic nose) the or i.e;inal inlet, and 5 inlets constructed 
by this Lal:lorat,ory i n the course of the development program. A 
previous invet::ti:~ation of ving - leadln.::; - ed[;e :tnlets 'YThich served as 
a guide in the development of the inlets is pre8ented in refer ence 1.. 
The configurati ons were compared by lift measurement s, static -
pressure surveys on the duct l ips, t otal -pressure 0urveys in the 
internal f low, and pr ofile drag measured by the wake survey method. . 
Additional tests were condacted to determine the pressure distributi ons 
on the uJ!per and lover surface of the outboal.~d nacelle , the effect 
of the end ple,te on the lift characteristics , and the effect of 
propeller operation (for both r ight-pnd.left-hand rotation) on the 
lift characteristics ana on the lnternal total -pressure coefficients. 
SYMBOLS 
The symb ol s used in this report are : 
Cd section drag coefficient (d/~oc ) 
CL lift coefficient (L/QoS ) 
Tc thrust disk - loading coeffi cient ( T/2qoD2) 













section chord, 3.517 feet at win0 station 72 .25 
section drag, pounds per unit 3p~~ 
pr opeller diameter, 3.917 feet 
lift, pounds 
free-stream dynamic pres8ure, pounds per square foot 
wing area, 45.235 square feet 
propeller thrust, pounds 
projected front~ 1 area of '.r~ng corre.Jpondin3 to span of 
portion of inlet under consideration (measured 
perpendicular to chord and between center lines of 
divider vanee ) 















R total presstrre, pounds per square foot 
Mcr predicted critical Mach number 
p static pressure, pounds per square foot 
Q quantity rate of flow, cubic feet per second 
V velocity, feet per s cond 
a angle of attack of r oot chor.d, degrees, corrected for jet 
boundary by the relation a = atest - 1.052CL 
o wing-flap deflection wi th respect to the root chord, 
degrees 
R - Po 




static-pressur e coefflcien t 







Subscr lpts : 
c carburetor ducts 
i inlet 
I intercooler 
0 free stream 
0 oil cooler 
t complete inlet 
A bar over a symbol denotes an aver age value . 
MODEL P.ND TESTS 
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Modill:. . - Drawings of the model and a general vie.; of the model 
mounted in the tunnel are presented as fi gure 1; photographs of the 
double slotted win3 flaps in the sever al test positions are shovm 
in figure 2. 
The ,,,ing inlet with '''hich the present investigation is concerned 
.Tas located between the inboard and outboard nacelles . This inlet was 
divi ded by vanes into six s eparate ducts that simulated those of the 
airplane fOX'i"ard of the front spar: these 0.UCts are identified in 
figure 1. Behlnd the front spar, nonscale ducts ccnveyed the 
internal flow to sui table exits beneath the na\.:elle8 . Shutters "16re 
provided in the ducts just upstream of the exits to permit contr ol 
of the internal flow. 
Cros s "sectional sketches of the six inlet c0I1~ i8urations tested 
are shown in fiGure 3 superiiupos ed on outlines of the basic airfoil 
contour. Ordinates for these inlets for ing stations 55.125 
and 90 .125 are Si ven i n tables I through VI . The' i nlet lips ,,,er e 
~-~-------- - - - - - - ---- - - ---- -- --
• 
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de-eloped by connect1ne with a straight 11ne the ordina.tes at equal 
percent chords at these two wing statioos. Ordinates of the basic 
airfoil sections used in the wing are Si ven in w.ble VII. Inlet number 1 
,·ras the oriGinal inlet furnished \{1 th the model; considerations 
\'Thlch led to the development of the remaining inlets are discussed 
under the section of the report entitled 'Results and Discussion". 
Because the external surfaces of inlets 3 and 6 vere thicker 
than the basic airfoil at the point i'There the inlets detached from 
the rent of the wing, they "Tere faired. ,'lith modellns clay from that 
point to the section of maximum thickness of the .Ting. Discontinuities 
existed in the internal lines of inlets 4 and 5 just in front of 
the point of detachment because it was neceesary to maintain a 
reasonable ini Mal diffu8er angle. These discontinuities w'ere not 
faired because of difficulties incurred in obtaining access to the 
inner portions of the model. A detail sketch shmving the position 
of this discontinuity for inlet 5 relative to the pressure tubes 
at the measuring station is given in figure ~ . . 
An electric motor of 100 horsepower .Tas installed in each 
nacelle to drive the model propellers . A view of the right-hand 
set of model propellers installed is prese~ted as figure 5; identical 
left -hand propellers ,.,ere used in some tests to duplicate the 
slipstream conditions for the right wing. A comparison of the 
blade -form characteristics for these propellers with those for the 
Curtiss 1016 propeller (specified as full-scale airplane equip~ent 
at the start of the testing) is given in figure 6. With the test 
blade angle "'et at 270 at the 75 -percent radj_u8 station, computations 
showed that the thruBt - torg.ue relationship and the l~adial load 
distrj,bution for the mode l propellers very nearly duplicated those 
for the full-scale propellers. The :propeller hubs .Tere enclosed 
in spj.nners of ellipUc.al sections . 
'Two sets of i'luBh co";lin~ flaps, (fig. 2(c) and 2(e)) were 
furnished ,vi th the mod.el to permit control of the engine -cowling 
air flow. Ps preliminary tests indicated that chanBes in the 
cm-iling flo,", quanti t:.es did not cause rneas1)xable differences in the 
flow conditions a-;:; the iviUD duct inlet, only the "long" cowling flaps, 
which produced CLT} inlet -velocity ratio of the order of 0 .76, .Tere 
used in the investigation. 
Instrumentatjon an(l methods. - Closely spacect flush or ifices were 
installed in the i nlet curface at Fing stations ")6.813, 69 . 750, 
and 88.281 on inlets 1 throueh 3, but onl at station 6~ .750 OD 
inlets 4 through 6 because preliminary tests ::"ndicated that the 
static-pressure distributions were essentially the same for the 
three wing sections . 'r otal- and s t atic -pressure tubes were installed 
at the pressure-measuring stations i n the charge-air and intercooler-
- - _. -- --- ----
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cooling -air ducts of the several inlets (see f ig . 1) . Grids 
of total -pressure tubes were also i nstalled in the oil -cooler ducts 
dmvm:;tr eam of the duct bends at the entrances of these ducts to the 
ne,celles . Total- and s tatic-pressure tubes were i n stal led in the 
l nle t section of the oil -cooler ducts only for inlet number 1 . 
Pressures in the wake of the model were measur ed b a s urvey r ake 
(fig-. 2 ~ a) ) located at a distance of 20 percent of the chord. 
behind. the tra i ling edge of the wing . Pressure belt s (fi g. 7 and 
r eference 2 ) wer e used to me .sure the static pressure distributions 
on the nacelle surface. Pressures in the internal cowling floH 
"Tere measured by means of t otal - and static -pressure tube s mounted 
a t f our equally spaced stat ions i n the cowling exH . 
All pr esslll'es over t he inlet lips and 'Ivi thin the wi ng ducts 
Here recorded simultaneous l y by photographing a multi t ube manometer; 
other pr essures were ob tained visually from a second multitube 
manometer . The averaBe total pressures at ea ch measuring s t ation 
in the internal ducting wer e obtained through aver a'6ing by lntegr ation 
the fai r ed curves of the local values in both the horizontal and 
vertical di r ections . Interna.l flov: quanti ties vTere obtained through 
a veraGing by i ntegr ation the local flov! veloc i ties cal culated from 
the pressures measured in the ducts . '1'11e value of flow coef -
fi cient Q, gi ven for i ndividual oi l--cooler } int ercooler and 
carburetor ducts, is f or that sejment of the :Lnle-c being conSidered, 
and may be higher or lower than the total flo'lt coefficJ.ent f or the 
complete inlet . To aid in the interpretatlon of the d' ta , curves 
V· f or conver tinG 
Qt f i cient -----. 
FtVo 
inlet -veloci t y r atio -vl:. to total flmv coef-
o 
are given in f igure 8 for all the inlets tested . 
Lift measurements were obtained by meal1S of the rec ording tunnel --
balance system . 
Tests . - The model was mounted at 00 diheo.ral for t he tunnel tes t s. 
Jury struts allowed the model to l::e posi tioned at any geometriC angle 
of attack betvTeen _80 and 230 • 
Preliminary tests ,·,ere conducted with the number 1 Inlet 
install ed to determine settings for the wing duct e~:it shutter s that 
would provide approximately uniform entrance velocitieo across the 
duct inlet. The exit shutter calibrations tl1uS determined Here used 
to se t the inlet-velocity ratios for all other HinJ; - inlet configurati ons. 
As the quantity of flow through the oil cooler ducts was measured 
only for the number 1 inlet, the flov1 quantities through the oil 
cooler d,ucts of the other configurations were obtained from t he exi t-
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basis of the observed constancy of the flm-' through the other ducts 
for given shutter settj.ngs despite changes in the inlet configu-
r ation. 
7 
I n tests to obtaj.n a erodynamic data on the baE'ie wing, a s oUd 
leading edge r eplaced the duct inlet and the duct exits ,,,ere sealed. 
The lift cha r acter istics of the model were determined through a 
geome tric angle "of -attack r ange from .. 80 to 230 for "Ting flap 
deflections of 0°, 20 0 , 650 . and 650 vTi th fla:ps cont,inlled under 
nacelles. The nacelle surf ce-pressure distributions ,,,ere measured 
simulta.neously "lith the lift at geometr ic angles of attack 
o · 0 0 0 . 
of 0 J 5 : 10 J and 15· Wake sux've~rs, for the determination of 
the section drag coefficients, were obtained at a geometric angle 
of attack of _2° behind model wing station 72.25. 
The lift and sect.ion drag characteristics of the model with the 
various inlets jnstalled Iv'ere determined in the same manner as 
described in the preceding paragraph over a r ange of flow 
quanti ties throtLgh the var j.ous ducts. 
Total-pressure recoveries Dnd surface-pre8St~e distributions 
"Ti th the various inlets installed on the :nodel were lJleasured over 
a renge of fJ.ow and lift coeffici ents tlat would a llow the coverage 
of the range of fli~t opel'ations . Total -pressur e r-ecoverie3 'vere 
also meas ured in the propeller-inntalled cond~tion8 over a "ide 
range of thrust coefficients. 
All tests I·~ere conducted in "'ind velocities of about 100 miles 
per hour "Ti th 0° and 20 0 win3 flap deflections) and 80 miles per 
hour ,,,i th the 650 deflection. Corresponding Re..:nolde numbers based 
on the mean aerodynamic chor d were about 3,000,000 and 2,400 , 000, 
res pectively . 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
LHt data are presented. in fi&lr8S 9 through 11; section drag 
coefficients for several of the conf il:,"1ll'ati ons are cOID:r?ared i n 
figure 12j surface-pressure distributions and :pr8dicted critical 
Mach numbers are gi ven in figures 13 through 16 : and pl'e8SUre data 
obtained at the measuring stations in the ductin; are presen~ved 
in fieures 17 through 19. The effects of pr opeller operation on 
the lift char acteristics and on the pressure recoveries in one 
compartment of the inlet are shov.'l1 in fi3ures 11 and 20, respective ly . 
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Basic model. - The ' maxi mmn lift coefficients for the , basic model 
with the duct 'exits sealed. and faired were J.20) 1.54, and. 2.01 for 
'\ving flap defl ections of 00 , 20 0 , And 650 • (See flg . 9· ) Extend.ing 
the flap under the nacelles as shmm in figure 2 (d ) decreased the 
maxiJJ1um lift coefficient '\vi th 650 flap deflections to 1. 94. A 
s imi lar decrease w s re:ported in reference 3. 
In the course of additional tests of this moCl,el in the 
Langley 19 -foot press ure tlU1I1el , a rr..ayimum 11ft coefficient of 1. 39 
'\vas obtained f or the baoic model vli th 0 0 flaps at a test Beynolds 
number of about )+,500,000 . A r eflection plane vTaS used in these 
t ests in place of the end plate us ed in the present investigation . 
Data gi ven in r efere1 ee 1+ indicate that the difference in end 
cond,i tions woulo. account for difference ::; in me..xj.mum lift coefficient 
of the order shown . An end-condition correction sU:9plemente.ry to 
the standard corrections must be applied. t o the lift data in this 
r epor t if these da ta ar c t o be used for ether than compar ative 
purposes . 
The "'ection draG coeffiCients for the basic '\'ring 
c omputed from wake surveys by the me thod 0:[' r eference 
at wing station 72.25 m:i.dviay bet':veen the nacelles and 
wing s tat j.on 113.75 outboard. of the outboard nacelle. 
o 
at cr, =: -2. 4· , 
5, were 0.0077 
0.0072 a t 
(See fit; . 12. ) 
Distributions of static pres sure on the top and bottom surface 
of the outboard nacelle are shmm in fi gure 13 . '1'he8e data 'hmv 
t hat a greater preS8Ul"8 difference across the cooling d,ucts could 
be obtained in cruising and, cJimbinc f light by l ocating the duct 
exi ts on the top of the nacelles rather than on the 'bottom where 
they are l ocated at pr e8ent . 
Inlet ng~ber ~. - Inlet number 1, the original i nlet furni shed 
with the model~ hEl.d a lar ge ratio of inlet height to maximum wing 
thickness , a lip-stagger angle of 16 . 50 , and a 10vler lip '\Thich 
extended well below the c onto~T of the bas ic airfoil. (See fig . 3 .) 
Lift characteris tics of the model with the number 1 inlet 
installed are presented as a function of angle of attack n 
figures 10(a) and. 10 (b) for f lap deflec tions of 00 and. 650 . Increases 





vTj.ng flap configuration, but had little or no effect on 
for the 650 ,vine flap configuration. At the maximum rate of 
internal flmv investi!3ated, substitut ion of j nlet number 1 for the 
basiC nose caused lartJe red.uctions j.n CL as shmm in the 
following tabJe: rrax 
.. 
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basis of the observed constancy of t he f1Q';T through the other ducts 
for giyen shutter settiI).gs despite changes in the inlet configu-
ration. 
7 
I n tests to obtain aerodynamic data on the basic wing, a solid 
leading edge replaced the duct inlet and the duct exits were sealed. 
The lift character'stics of the model were determ:ined through a 
geometric angle -of -attack range from _80 to 230 for "ring flap 
o 0 c 0 60. . deflections of 0 , 20 ,05 and 5 wlth flaps contlnued under 
nacelles. The nacelle surface-pressure distributions 1vere measured 
slmultaneously ,·rlth the lift at geometric ang1ee of attack 
000 0 
of 0 , 5 : 10 J and 15. \oJake sur'veys, for the determination of 
the section drag coefficients , were obtained. at a geometric angle 
of att ack of _2 0 behind model wing station 72.25. 
The lift an.d section drag characteristics of the model with the 
various inlets jnstalled vere determ:i.ned in the same manner as 
described in the preceding paragra.ph over a range of flo"T 
quantities through the various ducts. 
Total-pressUl'e recoverjes end surface-press1..1.X'e distributions 
"Ti th the various inlets installed on the model ;'Tere measured over 
a renge of flow and Uft coefficients that wou.ld allow the coverage 
of the range of fli.:3ht operations. Total -preE8ur e recoverie3 were 
also measured in the propeller-installed cond.itions over a wide 
range of thrus t coefficlents. 
All tests v]el'e conducted in "rind. velocities of about 100 miles 
per hour ;'Ti th 00 and 200 wind fl.p deflections} I:.Uld eo miles per 
" 0 hour with the 05 deflection. Corresponding Re~~old8 numbers based 
on the mean aerodynamic chord were about 3,000,000 and 2,400,000, 
respectively . 
R"ESUI.TS AND DISCUSSION 
LIft data are presented i n fi gures 9 through 11; section drag 
coefficients for several of the configurations are compared in 
figure 12; surrace-pressure distributions and pr6dicted criticel 
Mach numbers are given in fi 31..U'eS 13 through 16 · and pl:essure data 
obtained at tho meaG1..U'ing stations in the ductin;~ are presented 
in figures 17 through 19. 'I'he effects of propeller operation on 
the lift characteristics and on the pressure reCOVeries in one 
compar tment of the inlet are shown in figures 11 ana. 20 J respectively . 
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Basl~mo~el. - The maximum lift coefficients for the basic model 
,,7i th the due t exi ts sealed and faired were 1.20, 1. 5L~ , and 2.01. fo r 
wing flap deflections of 00 , 200, ond 650 . (See f ig . 9. ) Extending 
the flap under the nacelles as shmm in figure 2 (d) decreased the 
maxiwum l i ft coefficient with 650 flap deflections to 1 .94. A 
similar decrease was reported in reference 3 · 
In the course of additional tests of this mod.el in the 
Langley 19 -foot pressure tUJ:mel, a maximl1m lift coefficj.ent of 1. 39 
was obtained for the basi. c model with 00 flaps at a t est Reynolds 
nui:nber of about 4,500 , 000 . A r eflection plane was used in these 
tes ts in place of the end plate used in the present investigation. 
Data given in reference )j. indicate that the difference in end 
conditions would account f or differences in maxlmum lift coefficient 
of the ord.er shovm . An end -condi tj.on correction supplementary to 
the standard corrections must be appliecJ. t o the lift data in this 
report if these da ta ar e t o be used f or other than compar ative 
purposes . 
The secti on drat!, coefficients for the basic ,\·ring 
computed from wake surve3's by the method of refe:-cem;e 
at "ring station 72.25 m:i.dwa- between the nacelles and 
wing s tation 113.75 ou.tboard of the outboard nacelle. 
o 
at a:;: -2 . 4 , 
5, were 0 .0077 
0.0072 a t 
(See fig . 12 .) 
Distributions of stati c presf'ure on the top nO. bottom surface 
of the outboard nace l le are shown in figure 13. These data 8hml' 
that a greater pressure d.ifference acro s the cooling ducts could 
be obtained in cruising and climbinc flight by locating the duct 
exits on the top of t he nacelles rather than on the bottom where 
they are located at pre :1ent . 
InleLnwuber 1, . - Inlet number 1, the original i nlet furnished 
with the model, had a lar ge ratio of inlet height to maximum wing 
thiclmess, a lip-stagger angle of 16.50 , and a 10vTer lip vhich 
extended wen belm.;r the contour of the basi c airfoil. (See fig . 3 .) 
Lift characteristics of the model with the number 1 inle t 
ins talled are presented as a function of angle of attack in 
figures 10(a) an ' 10(b) for flap deflecti ons of 00 tll1d 650 • Incr eases 
in t he r ate of flO1.;r caused. consistent increases in CJ" for 




wing flap configuration, but had little or no effect on 
for the 050 winG flap conflguration . At the maximu.m rate of 
internal flmv investigated, sub oti tut ion of inlet number 1 for the 
basic nose caused large red.uction s 1n CL as shown in the 
f ollm.,ring tabJ.e : max 
( 
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'----~n-1e~----·--o -----Q~--···--~L-- ··--·I 
(c~g ) I FtVo max I 
,.--------'------l-- ---. - --t---.- ----
Basic nose I I 1.20 o I - - - -
Inlet no . l ! i 0.124 1.05 
_ .. ------._---_ .. . _-_.j--- .- ----. --t-.--- .--- ---.--+. -. --.- -- . 
Basic nos e I I _ _ _ 2.01 
65 I Inlet no . 1 0 .136 1·74 
I 
-- _._----_._-----_._---- - --
o 
For a, = -2.4 , t he section dra.:; coeffic ients f or wIng 
station 72.25 with inlet 1 :·.ns tal1ed on the mo(lel ( f:i. t.> 12) r anged 
Qt Qt 
from about 0.0107 at ----- = 0 .06 to about 0.0091 at = 0 . 130 
FtVo FtVo 
as compared to the value of 0.0077 for the basic ',Tin8 ' 
A representative static-pressure distribution over the surface 
of inlet number 1 a t ,.Ting station 69 .75 (fig . 14) sho.ro that a high 
peak negative pressure " 'cU::l':;)d on the lowe:c inJ.e-c Itp at 
- Q~- = 0 . 057 for C = 0 .25, a condition corresponding to high-
FtVo L 
speed flight at 10\. altitudes. 
the upper lip at - Q~-. ~ 0.104 
FtVo 
A similar peak pressure occurred on 
for CL = 0.45, a h igh -speed 
9 
condition for high-alt Itude flight . A number of modifications vere 
made to the lip shapes, therefore, in an attempt to eliminate these 
pressure peaks. The", e modifications were ma.de by filing the inle t 
lips to new contours for a span 2 inches on either side of ",ing 
station 69 ·75 and then airing gradually apam-Tisa into the original 
lip shape . The final modifications shmm by dotted linea in fi gure 14 
resulted in large reductions in the negative pressure peaks. Tne 
predicted crltical Mach numbers for each lip (fig. 15') ,.ere computed 
according to the method of reference 6 . The predicted critical 
. ~ . Qt 6 Mach numbers for the lnlet o.t . -_. _. = 0.09 ,the flow ratio for 
FtVo 
high-speed flight at military pOller at 40,000 feet, are compared 
in figure 16 with the envelope of critical Mach nllillbers for the 
deslred airplane performance . At a C of approximately O.L~J 
L 
which corres ponds to the high-speed flight condition at an altitude 
of 40 ,000 feet, the pr edicted. critical Jl1ach nv.mbers f or the inlet 
a r e ohown to be much lower than the desired values. 
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Total·pressure distrj,butions at the measuring s t a tions in t he 
internal ducting of inlet 1 are ShOiill for high -speed and climb 
fli ght configurations (propeller removed) in figure s 17 and 18, 
r espectively . 'rhe total-pressure recoveries were satisfactory 
at the low flow and lift coeffic i ent (fig . 17) ; but at the higher 
flow and lift coefficient (fig . 18 ) J vrhile the recoveries in 
t he carburetor duct were satisfactory, consider able losses 
occurred in t he Imler half of the r emaining ducts and throughout 
the oil-cooler ducts . The losses in the i ntercooler duct are 
attributed to separation of the flow from the Imler lip of the 
inlet , while the low r ecoveries in t he oil -cooler ducts were 
caused by excess ive losses t hr ough the 90 0 bends shown in figure 1-
Total -pr essure measurements along the sides of the nacelles at 
the inlet showed t hat t he boundar l ayer entering the oil-cooler 
ducts was comparati vely thin and did not apIlear to be directly 
r esponsible for l osses of the magni tude sho'ill. 
Lines of cons tant totaJ. -Ilr es sure r ecovery at the measuring 
station in the number 1 inlet a r e plotted as functi ons of 
_9_ and CL in figure 19 (a ) for the individual ducts . FVo 
Superimposed on t hese cm'ves are the operational f low limits 
r equired by a irplane specifications . It i s pointed out tha t the 
operat ional flow range of the oil-cooler ducts was not covered, as 
the r equi r ed values of QO were not ob tainable wi th the high 
FOVo 
losses pr esent in these ducts . The remaining ducts had f a irly 
satisfactory t otal-pressure recoveries!~~ over most of the 
qo 
operat ional range , except a t comb i na tions of high values of 
and Q 
Inlet :qumber 2 . - In inlet number 2 (fig. 3 ) , the low·er lip 
was brousht nearer to the chord line and the height of tne inlet 
was reduced by about 10 percent belmr that of inlet 1 (thereby 
increasing the design inlet -velOCity r atios ) i n an a ttempt to 
i ncrease the critical s peeds for the inlet; the ~. tagger angle 
was increased from 16 .50 to 260 :tn an attempt to impr ove the 
pressure recovery at high angles of a ttack. 
The maxi mum lift coeffic ients 5 = 00 ,.rere not obtained with 
the number 2 inlet installed (fi g . 10(c )) as the geometric angle 
• I 
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of a ttack could not be i ncreased ab ove 23 . The highest values 
of CJ. obtained were of the same order as those of inlet 1 for 
compar able flow coefficients , 'rhe critical speeds for this inlet 
even after development were of the Sf1rue order as of the modified 
nc~ber 1 inlet over the range of desired airplane performance 
and f l ovl ratios, (See figs , 14 and 15 , ) These tests indicated 
that even major modH'ications to this inlet ~fOuld not improve the 
l ift char acteristics or cr itical speeds; consequently tests of 
t his inlet were terrrdnated in favor of subsequent designs . 
1n;1.e t numb er.3, - In in1e t numb er 3 ( fi g . 3) the inle t he i gh t 
"laS r educed appl'oximately 25 percent belovi that of inlet 1 to 
fur ther increase the design inlet-velocity ratiOS ; the lips were 
extended forward about 3 inches to incre se the fineness ratio 
of the inlet section and to redl~ce the internal diffuser angle . 
The lip staCl3er angle w·as incr eased from 16.50 to 250 as for 
inlet 2, and the nose of the u:)ller Lp ·ras dropped closer to the 
chord line to regai.n Gome of the camber in the upper lip lost 
through the extenp,:Lon of the lips . 
11 
The maximum lift coefficient for inlet 3 at 5 = 00 (fig . 10 (d)) 
"Tas e<lual to that for -inlet 1 ( :i:'i . 10(a)) e.t the same Ilml 
coefficient . __ ~1 = 0 .133, and the critical speeds of i nlet 3 
FtVo 
(fics . 14 and 15) ,·.re:::-e cO::lsiderablJ hig 1er. Tests of thi s inle t 
.. rere tE:rminated a8 the mc.xi.mum lift characteristics obtained ,.,i th 
inlet 2 ins talled shQi.,red no mprovement over ·~hose lor inlet 1 . 
Inlet number 4. - Previous experience indicated that increases 
in C can be obtained by increasing the upper lip camber. As L 
ma,\. 
the maxir.:mm lift characteristics of j.nlets 1 throv.gh 3 were 
unsatisfactory, the camber of the upper lip was increased by 
r edudng the lip extension to aP:9roximately 1 .6 lnches and by 
dropping the u.pper lip so tha t its nose radius ,vas nearJy on the 
chord line, thereby decreasing the inlet he ight 41 percent below 
that for inlet 1. (See fig . 3.) The Up stagger vas further 
increased to 310 , ,vhi eh re erence 1 ndi eates is approximately the 
maximum stap,ger that can be used ili thout penalizing t he pressure 
recover ies in the inlet at 1m., values Of lift coeff' cient . 
The maximum lift coef icients for the model wi th ir.let 4 
i ns i~alled (fig. 10 (e) ), vlere 1.07 and 1.76 wi th the 00 and 650 
wing flaps, respectively) at a flow ratio of 0.14 . These v lues 
are each s ligh"'.;ly higher than corresponding values for inlet 1 
but ar e still considerably lOvTer th811 those for the basj.c vTing . The 
s ection dr ag coeffi cien ts .. or this configuration (fiG' 12 ) were of 
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the or der of 0 .0081 as compared to 0 .0077 for the basic 'I-ring and 
were the lowes t of any inlet configura t ion tested. The critical 
speeds for this inlet ( figs . 14, 15, and 16) were higher than 
those for the other inlets tested over the more importrult portion 
of the operatins range . 
Inlet number ") . - In inlet number 5 (fig. 3) the previously 
employed- lii;-~'tagger' angle of 310 'I'7as retained. but the lip 
extension was reduced fl' om l . l~ inches to 0 .9 inch . The inlet. 
height wa 40 percen'l:, b elml that of inlet 1 to give inlet -velocity 
ratJos appr oximately equal to thos e for in1et 4, and the center of 
the nose radIus of the upper lip i·ras located on the chord line 
to further increase t he camber . To obtain as high a critical s peed 
as possible with the added camber, the ,.;ell e s tablished high -cri tical-
speed inlet ordinates of r eference '7 -y; ere applied to the uppel' lip 
b y us i ng the chord Ene of the airfoil as the reference line and 
the distance from the n08e of the l ip to the point of maximum a irfoil 
thickness as the length of the section. Except for a greater ratio 
of inlet he ight to maximum wing thickness , this inlet configuration 
closely r esembled the best inle t s r eported in r efer ence 1 . 
'1'he maximum lift coeffic.ients Zor, t he mod.el with inlet 5 
i nstalled and with propeJlers removecL, figure s 11 (a ) and ll (c ) are 
compar ed. in the f o1lowine; ta.ble 'I.; i th corresponding data for the 
basic model and for the model with tn1et 1 ins talled : 
----.----- -·-- - -1---·----·-· ------.. -- -1 
i ! : Q,t I v. I I 
Inlet I 5 I . ---- __ .2-. C I 
i I H' V V L ! (dee ) I .l. to ! 0 max 
--·---.... ----t- ·-----i-·----·--t----.. ·r----- . 
I Basic nose I I 1.20 I No.1 0 0 .133 0 .h93 1.05 i No . 5 I .140 . 877 . 1 .21 
I·-·- ·-----·---t-- -- -t r--- i- ---... - ----. 
I Basic nose Iii 2.01 
I No . 1 \ 65 .138 ·503 i 1. 74 
I No . 5 : .158 .990! 1.87 
The maxj.TIlum lift coefficient for the model ivi th inlet 
.. tas ,liGhtl ' hieher than that for the basic model for 
flap condi tJOl1 . but was still 0 .14 less than that, for 




the 0 .. ring 
the basic 
o foJ:' 0 
max 
flap de.·lection, and decreas e with 65° flap deflectton with an inlet 
installed f r om that of the bas ic airfoil is presented in reference 1. 
The maximum lift coefficients for inlet 5, hOi.rever, 'were consider ably 
h igher th811 those measured for the or iginal i nlet. 
1 
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The section drag c oef.L~i c ients measured for inlet 5 (fig . 12 ) 
varied from 0 .0087 to 0.0096 a8 compared v~ th 00007'7 fox' t}-.e basic 
wing and, althou::~h hiGher than those for inlet l~) \Vere much lOvTer 
than those for inlet 1. 
The critical speeds f or inlet 5 (rige. 14; 15, and 16) vere 
consi8tently nigher than those for inlet 1 but in general \lere 
lower than those for inlet 4, the hichest critical-speed configu -
r ation tested . For a t ypical high -speed, hi3h- al t :t t ude fHgh"t 
4 Qt ". 'f" 6) t condition at C = o. 0 and ----- = 0.090 ~ ._ lg. 1 he 
L FtVo 
predicted critical Mach number for this inlet was about 0.64 
compared to 0.59 for the orig:Lnal inlet, 0 .69 for inlet 4, and 
a desired. value of 0.73 speci:'ied for tIle airplane. The preClicted 
cri tical Mach number for the bas i c wmg sec tion (eL Z 0.40) as 
13 
obtained from tests in t he Langley two -dimensional low-turbulence 
t unnels, has been shown to be on2.y 0 .61.,·. Inlet 5, therefore, 
appears to rr.eet the airpl811e specifications prov] ded that the 
margi n between the critical Mach number and the Mach number at 
which abrupt drag increases :Jccur is the same for the inlet section 
as f or the basic e.irfo':'l sect~.ons . 
Total -pressure f urveys at the measuring station in the internal 
ducting of inlet 5 are chm-:n "or hibb -speed and climb flight 
conditions (propeller removed) in figures 17 and 18, respectively . 
Attention is aga~n called to the d ~ continuities in the internal 
lines of thi s inlet as shmm in figllres 3 and ~. . The position of 
these surface di sconti _ui t:i.es are shl)v.lJ1 'oy dotted lines on the 
cross -sectional viewS of the ducts i n ~iBures 17 and 18 to show 
that total-pressure meaeurements behjnd these ledses should not be 
taken as true Jndicatior"s of the tot-al-pressure recovery; in most 
cases these tubes appeared to measure ~he static pressure of the 
stream at thiG stat:'on . Total-pressure recovertee were relatively 
high over most of' the duct areas for tte high-speed configuration 
(fig . l 7)j but excessive losses. still occurr ed in the oil-cooler 
ducts in the climb config lI'ation (fig . 18) because of t he abrupt 900 
expanding bend . For the climb condition, regions of low total -
pressure recover a::.'e noted also at the inboard sJdes of both parts 
of the inboard intercooler duct j these 108ses were probably caused 
by separation of t he flo,·,r from the adjacent vanes . As ttere vTaS 
no apparent means of obtaining satisfactory pressure recoveries 
at the oil cooler with the present duct arr angement, i t is suggested 
t ha t the oil -cooler cooling a.ir be inducted through SOIre S01.lI'ce -other 
than the vTing inlet . It is appar ent that further study is necessary 
------- --
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on t he problem of designing vanes for i nlets of this type vl11en 
vanes appear t o be neces sary fr om str ength considera tions . 
I,ine8 of constant total -pressur e r ecover i es at the measuring 
stations of inlet 5 a r e shmm in figure 19 (b) as a function of 
flow coeffJ.c i ent and lift coeffi cient. 'The higher desi~ed r a tes 
of f low through the oil cool er ducts cou10. not b e obtained because 
of excess i ve duct losses as ,·ras the case wi tl1 all other inlets . 
The total-pres s ure ... ecoveries in both carburetor ducts and at the 
outboard :i.ntercoolel" d.uct were of the S8lfl.e order of magni tude a s 
those for i nlet 1 except in "he climb r anGe 'VT11ere some improvement 
,vas reali zed wi th inlet 5. 
Inlet .nUl'll~~:r 6. - I nlet number 6 was designed for an alternate 
lcnger -range vers ion of t he airplane vli th addi tional fue l t anks 
be tl'reen t~e na celle s aft of t he front Iving spar . 'fhis installation 
involved the elimination of the intercooler and carburetor ducts 
aft of the f r ont epe..r and the reJ.ocat.lon of t he .'": e ducts t o enter 
t~e nacelle in fro:lt of the spar . To allow ror the r el ocat ion of 
the ducting, the t op lip l·ras extended about 1. 86 inches for ward. 
of t he t op lip for i nlet 5. Be ause &maller flmr quanti ties v1er e 
r equir ed, i t v.-a s pos sib l e to r educe the ::nlet height ap:pr oximately 
15 percent below tha t of inlet 5 by raisln:3 the 10,,7e1' lip . In 
ot~ler respects the o..e 8i £.,"11 of t~e inlet (fig . 3 ) "ITa::: general ly 
similar t o that of 1nlet 5 · For ·cilese tests J the d~~cting f or,vard 
of the Erpar "as not s i mulate ; t he oil- cool er du.ct entr 81 ces to 
the nacelle I·1ere sea led off and the i nter nal l ines "\,;-ere faired to 
the measurin5; stations in the carburetor and intercooler ducts as 
s hmm in fi gtJ.r e 5 . 
The maximum lift coeffic ients for the model with inlet 6 
installed (n gs . 10 Cf) and 10 (g ) ) are compar ed i n t he following 
table with corre"'ponding value s for the basic nose and i nlet 
number 5 : 
Irnlet 
I~~c nos 
No · 5 
No . 6 
Bas i c nos 
No · 5 





(deg ) l Qt-ITJ: ('1 -F't~ -L v! ~~'Yfl8~_. ---.- ~.-
I ! - - -
0 i 0.140 I 
. 129 ~·-~---1 
- -
•. 
65 . 158 
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The maximum lift coefficients with inlet number 6 i nstalled were 
higher than those for i nlet 5 and ,,,ere appr oximately e'lual to 
those for the basic nose installation. The section drag coef-
fic i ents for inlet 6 (fig . 12) \ler e higher than those for inlet 5, 
however, possible because of lLDavoidable r ougm1ess on the large 
areas of the modeling clay fairing re'luired with this inlet. 
SUJ."face-pressure distributions (fig . 14) inclicate that the 
fr j_ction drag for inlet 6 should not be appreciably higher than 
tha t for inle t 5. The predic ted critical Me.ch numbers for inlet 6 
{figs. 15 and 16 ) were approximately equa l to those for inlet 5 · 
Representative pressure surveys in the internal flow for 
inlet 6 are compared in figures 17 and 18 with those for inlets 1 
and 5. The tota1 -pres o ure recoveries for inlet 6 were higher than 
those for inlet 5, 8..."'l.d in the climb ccnd~ction -chere was no 
indication of f 10vT se:oaration from. either the l.mver lip of the 
15 
inlet or from the divider Vffiles. (See fig. 18. ) Average tot al-
pressure recoveries at the illeasurin8 stations in the ductlng of inlet 6 
are spotted on the pressure recovery charts for inlet,s 1 and 5 
in figure 19 . These recove "1es appeared to be somevrha t higher 
than those for the other inlets in the intercooler ducts and of the 
same magnitude as those fer the otl1er inIete; in the carburetor ducts. 
The improved total-pressure recoveries in the inbeard intercooler 
duct of inlet 6 are attributed to the elimination of the inboard 
oil- cooler duct 1.;1 th its di vi del' vane. 
Effect of end pl§.te . - An indication of the effectiveness of 
the end ple.te J.s afforded by comparisons of the lift curves for 
inlet 6 for the end -plate -installed. and end -plate -remove~l conditions. 
At a flow coefficient of 0.175, removal of the end plate reduced 
the maximum lift coefficient with 00 vri g fJ.aps (fig . 10(f)) 
from 1 .22 to 1.15, but did not cause any large change in the slope 
of the lift curves . With 650 wing fla:ps, (fig. 10(g)) removal of 
t he end plate reduced the maxImum lift coefficient from 2.00 
t o 1.'70 and also reduced the slope of l ift curve. 
Effect of . .Jrr9.mzJler o-per ation . - Supplemental tests were 
conducted with the nUllber 5 inlet tnstalled to study the effects 
of propeller operation on the aerodynamic characteristics of ~he 
model. In addition to tests with right-ha.nd propellers as used 
on the airplane, tests "Tere conducted with left -hand propellers 
to sinRllate the slipstreao configuration for the right wing of the 
airplane . 
The ef· ects of propeller operation on the lift characteristics 
of the model are preHented in figure 11. The Jl1a.'CimuDl. lift 
J 
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coefficj.ents for the r ight -hand propel lers installation are compared 
wi th propeller -removed data in t he follo'VTing table : 
---:- ._---_.------ -----------._._-... 
I I i Qt i Vi . I 
I 5 ' T I . --- I I CL i !_(deg)t ___ ~ __ ~-- FtV~ __ .~ ___ Vo +- "",, _I 
I i I 0 . 877 I i 1 Props . off : 0 .140 ! 1.21 I 
I,' 0 .145 (approx.) I ·906 (approx .) 1 1.25 I 




i Props . off .158 \ ·990 I 1 . 81 
! 0 ·15 .186 (appr ox . ) 1 1.16l~ (appr ox .) ! 2 .38 1 
----'---
I ! 
Increases in thrust coefficient gave i ncreases in C~ for 
.L..max 
the left -hand propelle:c installation but the quantitative values 
obtained were not as great as thoe · for the r itSht-hand propeller 
ins t allation . 
The total -pres sure l'ecover:Les at the measuring station in 
the i nboard intercooler duct of inlet 5 are presented in fi gure 20 
as a function of flow coefficient and lift coefficient f or both 
right - and l eft-hand. modes of propeller rotation. These total 
pres sures were hi gher than those f or the propeller-removed 
condi tion (fig . 19 (b) ) . In mos t cases, the increas es I.ere a 
large percentage of t he theoretical t ot a l -pressure r i se through 
a uniformally l oaded proneller disk (' ~T \. These theoretical 
- rc c) 
. , 
total -pr essure ri ses ere as f oll ow-s : 
T 1 H - H 
c 1 __ ·-2..· I 
I Po I 
. - --_.-+. __ ._._._ ......... \ 
0.005 I 0.01 I 
.035 , . .09 I 
.090 I .23 I 
. 150 i · 38 I 
. -.l 
~ I 
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SUHMA.HY OF BEStTLTS 
The more important r esults of this inves tigat";'on are s·Ll.!l1IJlaJ"i zed 
a s follovrs: 
1 . The orie i nal i nlet '\-TaS f01.Uld to decrease the ma.'Cimum lift 
coefficients and to haye cr itical Nach numbers be low' those of the 
wing with the bas ic nose installed. 
2 . The total -:pros~m:l'e recovery in the oil- cooler ducts was 
poor regal'dless of the inlet installation . As the sharp expanding 
bend in thi s duct cannot be avoided, it is recommended that the 
oil-cooler a i r be incluced. through t he cmYling or from sorno source 
other than t he s bject ",ing inlet. 
I /. 3 . Two inlets ,nos, 5 and 1.)) .;ere d.evelop"d Ifhich should 
be satisf<1c t ory for the u5.r .pJane . The mElXiml}lTl lift coefi'icients for 
the node1 wi th inlets 5 Blld 6 installed were aboll t 1. 21 ( Qt . " 0 .140 )
and 1 ,22 ( Qt _ = 0.129\ ,respectivelY, ,ith 0 0 .,ing flapsFtVo 
\ FtVo ) 
and 1 . B7 ( Qt. -" 0.158'\ ar.d 2 .00 ( Qt ." 0 .158 ) , respecti ve1y, 
,FtVo j \ FtVo I / 0 
.ri t h b5 wing f1a.ps compared. to corre spond.ing values of 1 .20 and 2 . 01 
f or t he model ('quipped. Ifi th the faired basic nese. 
4 . 'I·.le predict6G. cri ti.cal Mach numbers for i nlets 5 and 6 for 
the cr1 tical OOJ.i te.x'Y "power hiGh -speed condl tion for an al ti t1..,,~3 
of 1,0)000 feet were 0.63 and 0 .64, r espectively , as coo:o."p.,red '\iIJ. t.b. @ 64 
for the thickest secti on of t he bas ic wi g . 
5. Propeller opclr a ti un (ei t.lJ.er right - or left -hand ) caused 
appreclabl e i ncreases in maximl.un lift cGefficient s and. in the t otal 
pressures in the ducting. 
LS:.'1s1ey Memo.d a.l A'3roL('lutical L::_borat~ry 
Nati0:1al Advi sor~r GGmmi tte o f or Aeror.auti cs 
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TABLE I.- ORDINATES FOR THE NUMBER 1 INLET 
(See rigure 3 for symbol definitions) 
All ordinates in inches 
Wirig Station 55.125 Wing Station 90.125 
[Basic chord = 44.833 in. ] [BaSic chord = 39.388 in. J 
Upper Lip Lower Lip Upper Lip Lower Lip 
X X 




--- --- ---1.121 1.562 0.2:31 
--- ---
.985 1.340 0.213 
--- ---2.242 2.168 .337 -1.666 -2.690 1.970 1.867 .300 -1.442 -2.278 
3.363 2.621 .615* -1.649',1- -2.816 2.954 2.259 .548* -1.474* -2.362 
4.483 2.987 
-2.894 3.939 2.576 -2.416 
6.725 3.547 









-1.264 --- 6.876 
---









Leading-edge 0.464 0.317 0.382 0.260 radius 
Leading-edge 





.800 1.598 .677 1.347 of' O-percent 
chord 
NATIONAL ADVISORY 
COMMITTEE FOA AERONAUTICS 
I . 
.. Fairs to next ordina te wi th straight line 
** Fairs with airfoil contour 
-- ~----------
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TABLE II.- ORDINATES FOR THl!: NUMBER 2 INLET 
( See figure 3 for symbol def1nitlons) 
All ordin~tes in 1nc~e8 
Model Wing Station 55.125 Model 
[B8SlC chord = 44.833 in. ] [B8BiC 
Upper Lip LOller Lip Upper Lip 
X Yl Y2 X Y3 Y4 X Yl 
0.229 
---
0.549 1.450 -1.768 -1.977 u.185 0.809 
.237 0.9S9 
---
1.550 - 1. 683 -2.055 .205 .848 
.280 
---
.509 1.650 -1.632 - 2.102 .220 .873 
.347 
---
.469 1.750 -1.595 -2.151 .230 .888 
.380 1.149 
---
2.000 -1.530 -2.257 .250 .916 
.430 
---
.429 2 .250 -1.483 -2.343 . 350 1.029 
.500 1.254 .402 2.750 -1.416 -2.492 .450 1.120 
.750 1.437 .342 3.250 -1.370 -2.608 .550 1.198 
1.000 1.577 . 319 3.750 -1.337 -2.702 .750 1.333 
1.250 1.737 .313 4.250 -1.312 -2.783 1.000 1.477 
1.750 1.981 .332 4.750 -1.295 - 2.843 1.25u 1.603 
2.250 2.194 .375 5.250 -1.281 -2.890 1.750 1.824 
2.750 2.385 .437 5 • .,50 -1.270 -2.926 2.250 2.024 
3.250 2.566 .513 6.250 -1.265 -2.955 2.750 2.2Q1 
3.750 2 . 735 .596 6 .750 -1.264 -2.980 3.250 2.356 
4.250 2.889 .684 7.250 -1.264 -3.001 3.750 2.498 
4.750 3.035 . 782 7.695 -1.264 
---
4.250 2.634 
5.250 3.167 .883 7.750 
---
-3.019 4.750 2.757 
5.750 3.291 .989 8.130 
---
-3.028* 5.250 2.876 
6.250 3.408 1.102 5.750 2.986 
6.750 3 . 522 1.228 6.250 3.086 








8.141 3 . 818* 
---
7.345 3.334* 
Leading-edge 0.233 0.153 0.238 radiuB 
Leading-edge 
rad1us off 0.124 -1.8£6 0.709 
chord line 
Leading-edge 
radius aft 0 . 384 1.560 0.401 
of O-percent 
chord 
*Fairs w1th airfoil contour 




























= ~9.~H8 in. ] 
Lower Lip 




















1.500 -1.303 -1.737 
1.750 -1.229 -1.844 
2.000 -1.181 -1.941 
2.250 -1.143 -2.006 
2.750 -1.095 -2.129 
3.250 -1.063 -2.223 
3.750 -1.050 -2.297 
4.250 -1.052 -2.352 
4.'150 -1.063 -2.395 
5.250 -1.086 -2.430 
5.750 -1.116 -2.457 
6.250 -1.148 -2.481 













NACA RM No. L6L11 
TABLE III.- ORDINATES FOR THE nUMBER 3 INLF~T 
(See figu r e 3 for symbol definitions) 
All ordinates in inches 
Model Wing Station 55.125 Model Wing Station 90.125 
[Basic chord • 44.833 in. J [Basic chord = 39.388 in. J 
Upper Lip Lower Lip Upper Lip Lower Lip 
X Yl Y2 X Y3 Y4 X Yl Y2 X Y3 Y4 
-3.090 0.597 
---





- 3.067 .648 
---
-1.944 -1. 615 -1.94~ 
--- --- ---




















0.200 -1. 630 -1.471 -2.101 -2 .618 .847 .141 -1.864 
---
-1.701 
-2.750 1.017 .149 -1.500 -1.435 -2.152 -2.518 .925 .111 -1.817 -1.361 
---
-2. 500 1.198 .092 -1.250 -1.3\10 -2.248 -2.418 .944 .090 -1.797 
---
-1.740 
-2.250 1.352 .072 -1.000 -1.357 -2.330 -2.318 1.060 .075 -1.747 -1.333 -1.767 
-2.000 1.490 .069 
-
. 500 -1.311 -2 .468 -2.250 1.101 .068 -1.500 -1.258 -1.867 
-1.750 1.619 .072 0 -1.280 -2.57~ - 2.000 1.237 .055 -1.250 -1.213 -1.955 
-1.500 1.735 .084 0.500 -1.262 -2.658 -1. 750 1.362 .056 -1.000 -1.183 -2.029 
-1.250 1.849 .105 1.000 -1.252 -2.727 -1.500 1.476 .067 
-
.750 -1.156 -2.093 
-1.000 1.955 .129 1.500 -1.247 -2.781 -1.250 1.580 .085 
-
.500 -1.137 -2.149 
-
.500 2.145 .189 2.0eO -1.244 -2.327 -1.000 1.678 .107 0 -1.109 -2.236 
0 2.318 .253 2.500 -1.241 -2.864 
-
.500 1.855 .163 .500 -1.094 -2.303 
.500 2.476 . 323 3.000 -1.241 -2 .• 894 0 2.020 .234 1.000 -1.087 -2.356 
1.000 2.627 .394 3.500 -1.241 -2.922 .500 2.168 .305 1.500 -1.088 -2.396 
1.500 2.762 .467 4.000 -1.243 -2.947 1.000 2.308 .389 2.000 - 1. 094 -2.427 
2.000 2.900 .543 4.500 -1.244 -2.965 1.500 2.438 .475 2.500 -1.100 -2.449 
2.500 3.010 .618 5.000 -1.247 -2.98~ 2.000 2.562 .567 3 .000 -1.112 -2.467 
3.000 3.120 .693 5. 5 00 -1.248 - 2 . 9 97 2 . 500 2.678 .665 3.500 -1.121 -2.480 
3.500 3.229 .772 6.000 -1.252 -3.012 3.000 2.788 .766 4.000 -1.131 -2.492 
4.000 3.329 .853 6. 500 -1.256 -3.027 3 . 500 2.891 .867 4.500 -1.143 -2.501 
4.500 3.429 .938 7.000 -1.260 -3.040 4 . 000 2.992 .970 5.000 -1.153 -2.511 
5.000 3.525 1.026 7.500 
---
-3.051 4.500 3.088 1.075 5.500 -1.165 -2.517 
5.500 3.616 1.111 7.695 -1.264 
---
5.000 3.185 1.177 6.000 -1.178 -2.524 
6.000 3.708 1.200 8.130 
---
-3.066 5 . 500 3.274 1.283 6.500 -1.190 -2.531 
6.500 3.795 1.287 6.000 3.~61 1.386 7.000 
---
-2.537 
7.000 3.883 1.377 6.500 3.440 1.491 6.876 
-1.198 
---7.500 3.967 
--- 7.000 3.513 --- --- --- ---8.000 4.048 
--- 6 . 780 
---
1.551 







Leading-edge 0.233 0.153 0.238 0.125 radius 
Leading-edge 
radius off 0.478 
-1.780 0.436 -1.541 
chord line 
Leading-edge 
radius aft 2.866 -1.898 - 2 .667 -1.859 of O-percent 
chord NATIONAL ADVISORY 
COMMITTEE FOA AERONAUTICS 
21 
22 NACA RM No. L6Lll 
TABLt: IV.- ORDINjlTES FOR TRl!: NVYBER 4 INL),:r 
(See figure 3 for symbol definitiona) 
All ordinates in inches 
MDde1 Wing Station 55.125 
[Basic chord : 44.833 In. ] 
Upper Llp Lower Llp 





-1.390 . 354 0.140 - . 202 - 1. 698 -1.8ge 
-1.367 .420 .108 
-
.1'19 -1.645 -1.929 
-1.~45 .460 .081 
-
.1~4 -1.584 -1.1'82 
-1.300 .5211 . 040 
-
.090 -1.540 - 2.'/~3 
-1.255 .58'1 . 008 - .045 -1.500 - 2 ,068 
-1.210 .641 
-
.U13 0 -1.471 - , .088 
-1.166 .681 
-
. 040 .045 -1.442 2.122 
-1.121 .726 
-
.058 .090 -1.420 -2.143 
























.116 .897 -1.1G6 -2.450 
0 1.465 
-
.U88 1.345 -1.090 -2.552 
.448 1.682 
-
.039 1.793 -1.030 -2.633 
.897 101.879 .030 2.242 -0.980 - 2.6\14 
1.345 2.055 .105 2 . 690 
-
.945 -2.'148 
1.'193 2.215 .180 3.138 
-
.930 -2.'193 
2.242 2.368 .260 3.58'1 
-
.922 -2.830 
2.690 2.514 .332* 4.035 
-
.920 -2.864 
3.138 2.652 4.483 
-
• 923" -2.888 
3.58'1 2.'185 4.932 -2.912 
4.035 2.912 5.380 -2.935 
4.483 3.030 5.828 - 2.954 
4.932 3.143 6.2'1'1 -2.969 
5.380 3.250 6.725 -2.9BB 
5.828 3.349 '1.173 -3.003 












'1.300 --- 1.100 '1.622 --- -3.01'1 
7.500 
---











8 .0'10 3.808 
---
8.141 3.810 .... 
---
.. Fairs to next ordinate with straight line 
































































'1.345 3.334 .... 
Wing Station 90.125 
chord : 39.388 In. ] 
Lower Lip 

















.015 0 -1.24'1 
.035 .039 -1.224 
.049 .0'19 -1.199 
.076 .11B -1.181 
.0~9 .158 -1.165 
.106 .19'1 -1.149 
.114 .295 -1.114 
.11'1 .394 -1.084 
.114 .591 -1.034 






















































































NACA RM No. L6Ll1 
TABLE v. - ORDItIAThS FOR THI!: /lUl-IBER 5 INLET 
(See figure 3 for symbol defin1tlons) 
All ordinates in inches 
I 
Model Wing Station 55.125 Model W1.ng Stat10n 90.125 
[S881C chord = 44.833 In. J [S8S1C chord = 39 . 388 in. ] 
; 




X Yl Y2 X Y3 Y4 




. 895 . 092 
-
.024 . 218 -1.748 -1. 940 
-
.890 .128 - .043 .241 -1. 695 -1. \179 
-
. 88u .172 
-
.076 . 286 
-1.634 - 2 .032 
-
. 1;70 .208 
-
.095 . 330 -1.59\:) - 2 . 073 
-
. 860 .238 
-
.115 . 375 - 1.:>50 - 2 .108 
-
. 840 .l!83 
-
.138 .420 -1.521 -2.138 
-
.820 . 323 
-
.158 .465 - 1.492 -2.172 
- .800 .364 - .172 .510 - 1. 470 - 2.193 
-
. 750 .444 
-
.202 . 554 - 1 .444 - 2 . 220 
-
.700 . 512 
-
.223 .599 -1.422 -2.245 
-
.600 . 629 
- .248 .644 -1.4U4 -2.270 I - . 500 --- - .252 .756 - 1.364 -2. 3 14 
-
.400 . 823 
-
.250 .868 -1.325 -2.360 
-
. 200 .992 
-
.239 1.092 -1.269 -2. 435 
0 1.142 
-
. 223 1.317 -1.216 -2.500 
.200 1.278 
-










. 0 00 11. 642 
- .102 2.690 - 1.030 -2.748 
1.000 1.747 
-
.068 ', .138 
- .998 -2.793 
1.200 1.845 







1.600 2 . 032 · .... 83 -2.888 
2.000 2.198 4 .32 
-2 . 912 
2 . 500 2 . 387 5.;'80 
-2.935 
3.000 2.56& 5.828 
-2.954 
3 . 500 2.7:;2 I f..277 
-2.969 
4.000 2 . 878 I 6.725 
-2.988 
I 4.500 .:>.017 I 7.173 I - 3.003 5 . 550 .).272 7.240 - '.955 
---
I 6.000 3 . 397 7.400 - .\i62 ---6.500 3.500 7.600 
- .988 ---
7.000 3.608 7.622 




--- 1.179 I 8 .000 3 . 798* 
8.141 
-
<I Fairs to next ordinate with straight line 












. 750 .222 
-
















. 200 .942 
0 .990 







2 . 500 2 .162 
3 . 000 2.310 
3.5UO 2 .448 
4.000 2.582 
5 . 000 2.842 
5 . 120 2.875 
5 . 514 2 . 970 







6 . 302 3.141 
6.600 
---
6 .696 3.218 
6.793 
3:287-7.090 
Y2 X Y3 
0 0.180 -10M3 
-
.033 .192 -1.482 
-
. r48 .212 -1.4;)7 
-
.075 .251 -1.31:15 
-
.u88 .290 - 1.348 
-
.103 .329 -1.314 
- .112 .369 -1.290 
-
.120 .409 -1.265 
-
.128 .448 -1.246 
-
.143 .487 -1. 224 
-
.179 .52 6 -1.206 
-
.195 .566 -1.190 
-
.215 .664 -1.156 
-
.216 .763 -1.123 
-
.203 .959 -1.076 
-





















3 . 545 
-
.822 
3 . 939 I - . 818" 
4.333 






5 . 908 ---
0.052 6.302 
---

























































- 2 .519 
-2.520-
24 NAC A RM No. L6Lll 
'!'J. BLE VI. - ORDI NAT}.'S F OR TH J<; NUMBER 6 INLI!l' 
(Se e fi gure 3 fo r s ymbol definitions ) 
All ordi nates in inche s 
Mod el Wing Station 55 .1 25 
[Ba sic chord = 4 4. 833 in. ] 
Model Wi n g Stati on 90 .125 
rBas ic c hor d = 39 . 388 in. ] 
Upp e r Li p Lower Lip Uppe r Lip Lower lip 
x 
I--- l -- - -,---- I-~.---.----.-I--- - --
Yl I _Y_2_-+! _ _ Y_3_4-__ Y_4_1 __ X __ -I-_Y_1_-I-_Y_~_-+ ____ ~: I' _:: 
0 . 431 1-0 • 203 - - - - - - - 2 . 648 0 . 330 -0. 1 56 
.600 - .240 --- --- -2.526 .48 4 - .198 --- , - -- I 
. 7 3 3 - . 2 51 --- - -- -2.29 6 .610 . 215 --- --- i 
1. U6 6 - . 233 --- --- ·2.061 . 9 06 .198 --- I ---
1.250 - . 2 03 - - - --- - 1. 828 1.073 .160 -- - I ---
- 2 . 607 




1. 419 - .1 66 -1.360 - 2-. 094 -1.593 1.213 .119 -1.123
1
- 1 .788 I 
1.071 - . 123 -1. 2 41 - 2 . 205 -1 . 358 1 . 351 .074 -1.015 - 1 .854 1 
1.71 5 ,. - . 0 78 -1.154 -2. 293 -1. 124 1.480 . 030 - 0 . 935 - 1.929 
1.849 - .028 - 1 . 084 - 2 .36U -0 . 989 1 . 601 .01 4 - .874 I -1.979 
-1. 430 
-1.168 







7 . 467 
I 10. 083 
1 . 9 74
1
' .020 - 1.026 - 2 .413 - . 655 1.715 . 058 / -_ . 823 -2. 018 
2.495 .-- - 0 . 835 -2.581 . 51 7 2.170 --- .670 -2.12 9 
2. 9 13 - - - - - - - 2 .698 1. 689 2.530 -- - I - - - - 2 .208 
3. 541 --- --- -2. 8 76 4 . 033 3.u59 -: -: -: I' -: _---_ - 2 .334 
3.964 - -- --- -3 . 003 6 .3 78 3 . 423 -2 . 444 
4 . 268 -- - --- -3.083 8 . 722 3.689 -2 . 514 
I 
-r 0 . 225 
r---+---+-----+---+--
Leading -edge I I 
LeadinE; - edg e 
radiUS 0 .28 4 0 . ] 68 0 . 193 
~~~;~s l~~~ I a -1. 73 4 a I I I---------r-~I-----I-------~----~ 
Lelldin €;-edge I 
radi u s aft I -2 .564 - 1.45 2 -2 . 579 -1.680 
- 1 .445 
o f a - pe rcent . 
c hord ___l NATIONAL ADVISORY 
COMM ITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS 
i ~ 
































ORDlNA TES OF BASIC AIRFOIL SECTIONS 
Q?ercent chord] 



































4. 520 5·019 
5·103 5·771 
5·972 6,930 
6.569 7. 818 
6 ·986 8.467 
7·248 8. 938 
7·379 9. 247 
7·396 9·399 








4.129 5· &-(9 
3·286 4.791 
























































~reJ'J'vre meaU'Clr/1l9 utatlollS 
([) 7/7 //7let 
® /9t T'ace or upar 










III II ; U V -~-=-r~ 1 ij ',1 1-, 
r-l-l fi\ ',I 1_-=-==-=-___ __-1 __ _ 
~ ;::; 
'I:j.. 





____ -'-A-'-~-=a'_')')-'-/1_=e:..:.f(_"ere nee //)')(3 
4.45
0 
' 'CI 1....-___ _ _ , )----.-;/5:020 -- - ----- ,: I I 
i1 r - r --, , , S) 
II, , 'I ~ 
: I ~ 
Note: c£ r oot coord = £. tIJrtls/ line + 2
0
; 
FIaj; type .. . ciJoDle J'/ottedJ 






Ili/ c/1!7Je1JJ'io1JJ' IT} 11Jches. 
/./25 9 .000.D. 
NATlON4l ADVISORY 
COfi4MIT1[[ rot AftofrlAuTICS 
(aJ Cel7e/~a/ a. rra!7gem ell t a!7d prll7c!jJa/ d lmel7u/o/)J'. 


















1<4 4800 ~I 
25.00R. 
(b) Details of end pl ate . 
Fi Bure 1.- Continued , 
NATIONAL ADVISORY 


















(c) Photograph of model mounted in the Langley propeller-research tunnel; basic nose installed. 


















--~ -- --- --
__ J 
~~---- - -- ---
(a) Three-quarter rear view 0 = OOj wake survey rake shown in position. 



















NACA RM No. L6Lll 




Three-quarter rear view). {) = 650 . short cowling flaps installed on model. ) . 
Figure 2. - Continued. 
NACA RM No. L6Lll Fig. 2d,e 
(d) Front view· 0 = 65°. continuous flap. 
I J 
(e) Three-quarter rear view· 0 = 65°. continuous flap; long cowling , ) 
flaps installed on model. 
Figure 2. - Concluded. 
I//IM number ~ Inlet number Q2 ~ \ ~ "') C)-~ I 1 
!:0 ~~-+-\-% 0 l~ \ \ K. @ N I I J7 . 
------------
\ I iifL ~--------_ ) t ~ 
~ ~ W/ 
---® ~~-r~ ----1)1 @- ~-I~,· "\ ~ 
. ------
~ BaJ'ic nOJ'e 
"" 
rZero ,oercenf clJord 
® 
---------~II 
PreSS(ffe rrm.surin<] J'1a/lon 
® - l:::==--frt=='F----+-
i 
-stat/on 303 NATIONAL 4OYlSOQV O)"'lInn rot AllIOU6I'IIU 
pure 3. - Cmcf'J' -J'ectlono/ ..rketclleJ' Or tile ..revera/ i!7let lips cOlTlpared wltll the tx1J'ic airrol! contour af J'tatiO// 55./2 S 
















L _. ___ ._____ -. ----- - ---- ~ 
Fig. 4 NACA RM No. L6Lll 
PreJ'J'tJl'e meaJ'urli?g oS'ta t/on ~I 
-
____________ ch_a_~_ fin_e_~~~~~~==~~ 
Total preV'J'ure 
tuiJeV' 
S'ta tic preU'.J'ure 
TuiJ8.s 
lVum))er 5 /n/et 
NATIONAL ADVISORY 
COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS 
Figure 4.- Ske tch s ~ow i n g pos ition of d i scont inui ty in d iffuser f a iring 
of inle t 5 r elative t o pressure tubes a t measuri ng station . 























NATIONAL ADVISORy f ~ F-,2:p:::~~ 
COMMITTEE FOR AERONAutICS~'-'"+'~ 
Figure 6.- Blade-form curves for model propeller and Curtiss 1016 
propeller. D, diameter; R, radius to tip; r, station radius; 
b, section chord; h, section thickness; ~ , blade angle, degrees. 
I-JACA RM No. L6Lll 
Figure 7. - Pressure belt installation on lower 
surface of outboard nacelle; duct exits 
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Fig. 9 NACA RM No. L6Lll 
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(f ) I nlet number 6; 5 , 0°; end pl a te installed and end plate r emoved . 



















(g ) Inlet numb er 6; &, 65°; end plate installed and end plate removed. 




















(a) Right- hand pr opellers; 0, 00 ; 'l.t/ FtVo~0 . 145; Vl/Vg::0. 906 ; propeller removed teet, ~;/FtVo=O.l40; VYV o =0.877. 
?lgore 11 .- The effect of propeller operation on the wing lift char acteristi cs with the number five 



















NACA RM No. L6Lll 
(b) R1ght-and left-hand propellerB; 0, 0 0 ; Qt/FtVo,,",0 .lSS; V1!vl::>1.185. 
~igure 11 . - Continued . 
Fig. llb 
• 
Fig. lIe NACA RM No. L6Lll 
(c) R1ght-and left-hand propeller s; 6' , 65; «t/ ''tVo''='O . lS6; V*o"' 1.164;proPfl ller remo •• d t •• t, 
Qt/''tVo''''O . 15S; V1/Vo~O. 990 . 
Figure 11. - Concluded. 
J 
I • 
NACA RM No. L6L11 Fig. 12 
NATIONAL ADVISORY 
COMMITTEE FOA AERONAUTICS 
Figure 12.- Section drag coeff1cients for the eevera1 
w1ng ducts at wing station 72.25, as a function of 
flow coeffic1ent. a, -2.4 0 • 
Fig. 13 NACA RM No. L6Ll1 
Fi9ure 13. - Surface-pressure d is tributions 0 17 the upper and lower surhces 
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Fgure ;4.- ,QejJre.J'entative .J'urf'ace jJre.J'J'vre diJ'tributiOl7J' obtained WIt/) /;(lrioUS' inletJ' insfa//ed on the mode/. 



















Fig. 14b NACA RM No. L6Lll 
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F1gure 15.- V8r iQ~10n of t he pred1cted crit1cal Mach number. w1th 11ft coeffic1ent, 
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F1gure 16.- Ind1c$ted cr1t1cal Mach numbers for several 
inlet configuration8 88 tunctlon of lift coeff1 c.ltmt. 
Qt/FtVo = 0.096. 
NACA RM No. L6Lll Fig. 17a 
I17DCX1.rd duct Out board dueT 
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(a) Inhoard and ou fb oard carDule/or duels, 
ri9u.re 17, - RepresentatIve dls/.r/bul/ol7s 0 / Tolo/ 
and sialic pressure coe/-TIClel7/.s a f meCl5 -
urln9 .5'lo//oJ?5 in dacl/17C)' ror Ine p~O - , 
pel/er-remove d high . speed condltlol7; Q~o.2S. 
Fig. 17b NACA RM No. L6Ll1 
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(b) Outboard //7 rercooler ducls. COMMITTEE FOA AOIONAUTICS 
F/r;ure 17. - Conl/nued. 
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Fig . . 17d NACA RM No. L6Lll 
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(d) Inboard and ou/board ol/-cooler duels. 
rijure 17. - Concluded. 
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